
CB125e



Meet the newest addition to Honda’s popular 

entry level line-up, the CB125e which is 

LAMS approved.  The new CB125e is priced 

competitively and offers unbeatable value.

Like all motorcycles in the Honda range, the 

CB125e is strong and dependable with easy 

handling making certain it is perfect for first 

time riders. The combination of style and 

practicality ensure the CB125e will be a fun and 

satisfying ride 

Featuring a 124cc, air-cooled, single cylinder 

engine the CB125e is ideal for quick trips 

around town, runs to university or day trips to 

the beach.

Front disc and rear drum brakes will offer first 

time riders’ confidence in braking while the low, 

comfortable seat creates a confident riding 

position for riders of all proportions.

With unique Honda heritage styling, the 

CB125e will look great around town. The 

CB125e will be available in three bright colours; 

Red, White and Blue. 

LAMS APPROVED 

Perfect for learner riders, the CB125e is LAMS 

approved (learner approved) which makes it a 

great bike to learn on.

Please consult your local authority before 

purchasing a motorcycle for learner use. Each 

state and territory has its own regulations relating 

to the range of motorcycle models approved 

under the Learner Approved Motorcycle 

Scheme. Honda does not warrant or represent 

that the models shown are approved in each 

state and territory.

Honda introduces 
the brand new, fun 
and economical 
CB125e. Designed 
with Honda’s 
renowned quality 
and durability, the 
CB125e is ideal for 
riders looking for a 
reliable, fuel efficient 
commuter machine.

Specifications

*Overseas models shown

CB125e

Engine Type 124.1cc Air-cooled 4-stroke 
single cylinder

Bore & Stroke 56.5 x 49.5mm

Compression 
Ratio

9.0 : 1

Carburation 24mm Constant Velocity

Ignition AC-CDI

Starter Electric

Transmission 5-speed

Dimensions 2026mm x 765mm x 1094mm

Wheel Base 1286mm

Seat Height 767mm

Ground 
Clearance

145mm

Fuel Capacity 14.0 litres (2.0 litre reserve)

Kerb Weight 137kg

Front Tyre 80/100 – 18 inch

Rear Tyre 90/90 – 18 inch

Front 
Suspension

Telescopic fork with 118mm 
stroke

Rear Suspension Swingarm with 70mm axle 
travel

Front Brake Hydraulic single disc

Rear Brake Drum brake

Warranty Period 12 months
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